2019

DISCOVER IT, EXPERIENCE IT, TASTE IT
AND BECOME A PART OF IT.

–

HOFGUT STERNEN
THE BLACK FOREST VILLAGE

approximate distance from:
Frankfurt: 290 km
Munich: 360 km
Zurich: 110 km

YOUR ATTENTIVE HOST

LOCATED IN THE HEART OF EUROPE

NATURE
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NATURE

EXPLORE THE BLACK FOREST

NATURE

GOOD TO KNOW
The Black Forest Village, situated close to the borders between Germany, France and Switzerland and
neighbouring the Rhine valley, lies within Germany's largest nature reserve – the Southern Black Forest
Nature Park (Naturpark Südschwarzwald).
To preserve this unique countryside, breathtaking scenery and the rich variety of intact nature and local
traditions we live in a peaceful co-existence between man and nature and aspire to a sustainable
tourism.

THINGS TO DO & DISCOVER


The wild Ravenna stream, with its waterfalls and cascades, paves its way down through the valley.
The Ravenna gorge begins directly behind Hofgut Sternen - The Black Forest Village



Short Hike on the Galgenbühl to enjoy the beautiful view over the The Black Forest Village and its
landscape

HISTORY

TAKE A WALK THROUGH TIME
AND DISCOVER OUR HISTORY

HISTORY

700 years of
history – places
and crafts

ALL PLACES OF INTEREST WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE

HISTORICAL BUILDINGS
St. Oswald’s Chapel
Toll station
Historical inn
Historical bath house
Part of old ascent
Arched bridge from 1857
Oil mill (in planning stage)
Grain mill with living quarters
Historical ropery
Historical frame saw
Launderette / staff accommodation / former water turbine
Gallows’ Hill
Ravenna viaduct
Foundation of former viaduct
Großjockenhofmühle
Löffelschmiede
SteigenHaus / Buffet-Restaurant MarktScheune /
Historic train station Höllsteig (out of service)
EnergieWerk
Railway tracks
KuckucksNest
Old ascent
GlasManufaktur
Walking trail
Hotel / Restaurant Hofgut Sternen
Historical building
GoetheHaus
Former historical building
RavennaHaus (Hotel, opening in May 2019)
Waterfall

HISTORY

GOOD TO KNOW
Since medieval times this place became an important stop changing the horses for the carriages carrying
up people and goods on the “Alte Steige” (old ascent), that began right at the Hofgut Sternen – The
Black Forest Village. Handicraft businesses and accommodation were settled here servicing those
travelling from France to Austria. Even Marie Antoinette passed by on her way from Vienna to Paris in
1770 and the famous German poet Johann Wolfgang von Goethe stayed here twice.

THINGS TO DO & DISCOVER


Discover 700 years of history, from a medieval horse station (13th century) to the
Black Forest Village



Take a walk on the “Alte Steige” (old ascent) – the most important trading route in former times



Visit the oldest church in the Black Forest – the ST. OSWALD’S CHAPEL built in 1148



Learn about the HISTORIC TOLL HOUSE – by order of the local government the early landlords of
HOFGUT STERNEN became toll and tax collectors



Experience how rope was once made with a visit to a historical rope manufacturer

RENEWABLE ENERGY

THE BLACK FOREST VILLAGE AND
RENEWABLE ENERGY – THIS IS AN ENTITY

RENEWABLE
ENERGY

Sustainable
energy production
on the premises

RENEWABLE ENERGY

GOOD TO KNOW
Sustainable energy production has a long tradition in the Black Forest. For centuries water power has
been used in mills, saw works and hammer smiths. Chopped wood was the main heating source in every
farmhouse and provided the power for craft production as glassblowing. Our new built BFVP (Black
Forest Village Power Plant) leads into the future by having a look back to those sources being now
transformed in modern technology to complete our independent energy concept.

THINGS TO DO & DISCOVER


Presentation and guidance of the 250 years history of regenerative power generation
in the Black Forest



Local and renewable energy sources: sun, water/grey water and wood. No consumption
of fossil power – saving 500 tons of carbon dioxide per year



Our energy bilance: 700.000 kWh p.a. heat | 610.000 kWh p.a. electricity | 500 t p.a. CO2 reduction



“How does it work?” … Hydropower, heat pumps, wood chip power plant –
renewable energy production open to the public

THE ENERGIEWERK CONSISTS OF



Wastewater Hydroelectric Power Plant
P = 78 kW electr. | A = 250000 kWh p.a.


Heat pumps
P = max. 40 kW | A = 250000 kWh therm. p.a.

RENEWABLE
ENERGY



Completely
independent energy
network

CHP (wood chips)
Electr.: P = 30 kW | A = 210.000 kWh p.a.
Therm.: P = 72 kW | A = 504.000 kWh p.a.



Woodchip Boiler
P = 120 kW | A = 200.000 kWh p.a.



Photovoltaic
68 kWhp | 60.000 kWh p.a.



Ravenna Hydroelectric Power Plant
P = 28 kW elctr. | A = 160.000 kWh p.a.

COOKING WORKSHOPS

GET A TASTE OF THE BLACK FOREST

COOKING
WORKSHOPS

Experience
the fascination of
traditional
cooking

COOKING WORKSHOPS

GOOD TO KNOW
The Black Forest is one of the best places to taste traditional and fine German cuisine. And if the only
thing that springs to mind is the most famous cream-layered, cherry stuffed Black Forest Cake, than you
are in for a surprise from our chefs – by doing yourself. Prepare your own mouthwatering “Maultaschen”
(stuffed pasta German way) or local “Kaesespaetzle” (handmade noodles with melted cheese), two typical
meals in the South of Germany.

THINGS TO DO & DISCOVER


Taste the local cuisine: prepare your own traditional meal



Group size from 10-40 people; 1-3 hours depending on menu



Vegetarian or special wish? Our cooking coaches will adjust the menu according to your requirement



Bake your own STERNEN bread for breakfast or lunch: workshop how to make typical
German bread in our wood stove



Black Forest Cake Demonstration



Black Forest Berry Wine Tasting

HANDICRAFT

IT TAKES A BIG SUM OF HISTORY
TO CREATE TRADITION

HANDICRAFT

Watching the
glassblower artists you
can feel the heat

HANDICRAFT

Dive into a
world of passion and
know-how

HANDICRAFT

GOOD TO KNOW
The cuckoo clock from the Black Forest is a worldwide known work of art. Due to the fact that agriculture
was limited in the Black Forest because of the long winters, a cottage industry of clock making grew from
the middle of the 17th century. Glassblowing was another upcoming craft and both became a profitable
source of income for the Black Forest people by selling these handcrafted masterpieces all over the
world.

THINGS TO DO & DISCOVER


Watch how a cuckoo clock is made in an interesting demonstration



All clocks are made in the Black Forest, widest selection of original cuckoo clocks



Glasblower's workshop open to the public, see how our glassartists create fascinating jewelry
and unique glass objects for our home-brand STERNEN GLAS



Large selection of well-known and locally crafted products



SteigenHaus: products “Made in Germany”, manufactured in the Black Forest and other
regions in Germany

HOSPITALITY

BE OUR GUEST IN THE BLACK FOREST VILLAGE

HOSPITALITY

Best Western Hotel
Hofgut Sternen

HOSPITALITY

Comfort, modernity
and
Black Forest
tradition

HOSPITALITY

GOOD TO KNOW
The Romans called the region “Silva Nigra” – the dark and scary forest. The region was very sparsely
populated and maybe that’s why the Black Forest people have always tried harder to give visitors a
warm welcome. And so is the Black Forest Village – some like our traditional specialities, others love the
overwhelming nature and the typical architecture – but all appreciate our high standard of hospitality,
accommodation and service.

ENJOY YOUR STAY IN THE BLACK FOREST VILLAGE


Best Western Hotel Hofgut Sternen: 4 star Hotel with Black Forest style interiors



107 rooms with traditional and modern standard and comfort in four buildings:


SchwarzwaldHaus



Studios above the GlasManufaktur



GoetheHaus


The Goethehaus is one of the oldest guesthouses in the entire Black Forest and is where
the famous German poet Johann Wolfgang von Goethe not once but twice stayed



RavennaHaus

HOSPITALITY

RavennaHaus
- New in 2019 -



New addition to the Black Forest Village:
RavennaHaus



Opening 1st of May 2019



39 Superior twin rooms



Accommodation for individuals and
groups

HOSPITALITY

A fine meal in a
Black Forest
Parlour

HOSPITALITY

GOOD TO KNOW
The Black Forest is one of the best places to taste traditional and fine German cuisine. In the Black
Forest Village we place the utmost value on freshness and finesse. Most of the products we use come
from our region.

BUFFET-RESTAURANT MARKTSCHEUNE – for a quick lunch stop or coffee break


Up to date self-service restaurant with an authentic Black Forest interior (150 seats)



Typical regional food, e.g. Maultaschen (Swabian Raviolis), Schäufele (smoked pork),
all kind of sausages, coffee and cake

HOTEL: À LA CARTE RESTAURANT HOFGUT STERNEN – if you have more time


Full service, offering 180 seats



Regional food – our Fresh Hofgut Cuisine is classified “Naturparkwirt”



Traditional, comfortable restaurant with typical Black Forest architecture

A FAMILY RUN BUSINESS SINCE

1956

“DISCOVER THE BLACK FOREST VILLAGE.
WE ARE DELIGHTED TO BE YOUR HOST.”

Hofgut Sternen GmbH & Co. KG | Höllsteig 76 | 79874 Breitnau – Germany
blackforestvillage@hofgut-sternen.de | www.hofgut-sternen.de

